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Abstract
Catholic teaching on Original Sin requires a repudiation of polygenism for the origin of the
human race which, prima facie, challenges scientific orthodoxy. However, a correct
understanding depends on a definition of what constitutes a true human being, and what
constitutes polygenism. If a particular random mutation equips a hominid with sufficient
development for God to grant it a soul, and this hominid – „Adam‟ – sins before begetting
offspring, then the genetic inheritance of this „human‟ capacity must inevitably be accompanied
by the spiritual inheritance of Original Sin as it spreads through the hominid population.
Therefore Catholic teaching is shown not to be in conflict with scientific orthodoxy. Alternative
scenarios are also considered, and theological and moral consequences of this position are
explored.

Introduction
One particular teaching of the Catholic Church seems to pose a crisis of conscience for any
Catholic scientist who wishes to accept the prevailing scientific orthodoxy: a the teaching against
polygenism. This might wrongly be understood as a requirement to believe that all humans
descend exclusively from one original couple, a belief which would have testable genetic
consequences. Here, I intend to show that the Catholic position is in fact compatible with the most
likely scientific hypothesis of human origin.

The Theological Position
In 1950, Pope Pius XII published his encyclical, Humani Generis, which allowed Catholics to
consider evolution as a possible (but not favoured) hypothesis for the origin of the human body,
while insisting that the spiritual part of a human person – the soul – is created immediately by
God. He then declared:
37. When, however, there is question of another conjectural opinion, namely
polygenism, the children of the Church by no means enjoy such liberty. For the
faithful cannot embrace that opinion which maintains either that after Adam
there existed on this earth true men who did not take their origin through natural
generation from him as from the first parent of all or that Adam represents a
certain number of first parents. Now it is in no way apparent how such an
opinion can be reconciled with that which the sources of revealed truth and the
documents of the Teaching Authority of the Church propose with regard to
original sin, which proceeds from a sin actually committed by an individual
Adam and which through generation is passed on to all and is in everyone as his
own.
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Scripture offers us at least three perspectives on the origin of the human race. Genesis 1:26-27
portrays the creation of a plural humanity (“Let them rule … male and female he created
them…”) whereas Genesis 2-3 depicts an original couple, Adam and Eve, who share
responsibility for the Fall. St Paul‟s soteriology (as seen, for example, in Romans 5:12-21)
depends heavily on the idea of Christ the Second Adam who reverses the effects of the fall; Eve is
not mentioned, and ideas of Mary as New Eve are only found in later (post-Biblical)
theologizing.1
Pius XII‟s encyclical clearly takes the Pauline emphasis, relying on the idea of one individual
ancestor, Adam, whose primordial sin taints all human beings through their comment descent
from him.b All Catholics are bound by this document – part of the ordinary Magisterium – to
presume that each and every living human being is a descendent of a particular individual, whom
we call Adam. A loophole is left, however, in case the Magisterium itself should discover an
alternative scenario for the origin of the human race which would nevertheless be consistent with
what Scripture and past Magisterial pronouncements have taught about transmission of Adam‟s
sin.
The condition of Adam prior to the Fall may be called “original holiness” or “original justice”. 2
This was lost when Adam – a human being in perfect relationship with God – freely chose a
course contrary to God‟s will. Adam then entered a state of “original sin”, and it is axiomatic that
this condition is inherited by every descendant of Adam.c The condition can only be reversed
through a special intervention by God.
In 1996, Pope John Paul II addressed the Pontifical Academy of Sciences 3 on the question of
evolution. He noted (§4) that since the publication of Humani Generis, there was a much stronger
scientific consensus that evolution was the best available theory – although within the field of
evolution there are various competing hypotheses.d Human beings, with their intellectual powers
and capacity for relationship with God, differ from all other animals; and since God wills their
existence as such, and creates for each human an immortal soul, the emergence of these abilities
of the human mind cannot be accounted for merely as a random or incidental consequence of
evolution (§5).
John Paul II concludes that if human bodies came to exist through evolution, then although the
process is one of physical, chemical and biological continuity, it includes a moment of ontological
discontinuity (§6). This moment is not one which the empirical sciences can identify by their own
methods,e even though they may be able to gather experimental evidence for human beings living
according to truly human values. He does not comment on Adam or Original Sin in this
document, though he gave relevant catechesis during General Audiences in 1986.4
The theological position, then, requires a Catholic scientist to presume that all human beings,
now and from the time of Adam himself, have Adam as a common ancestor. That this ancestor,
„Adam‟, is male is not explicitly stated by the documents, but is an implicit requirement of the
Adam-Christ typology.
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The Scientific Position
What has science to say about the origin of the human race? This touches on a more general
question, namely that of what constitutes the generation of a new species.5
It now seems beyond question that all animals on Earth are built of the same components: living
cells, which grow according to a genetic code stored by the chemical DNA coiled up in their
nuclei. When the code is changed by accident – a so-called random mutation – the behaviour of
the cell changes to express the new code, provided that the mutated gene represents a possible
chemical process. When the cell in question happens to be an embryo (or an egg or sperm
destined to form a viable embryo) the change will affect every cell in the adult organism,
including the sexual organs, which then propagate the change to its descendents. f Changes which
make it more likely for the animal to live long enough and healthily enough to reproduce, are
more likely to get passed on to the next generation – this is „evolution by natural selection‟. Over
many generations, the advantageous gene spreads through the population until all the animals
without this inheritance have died out.
So far this could describe the evolution of a particular single species. How many changes are
required before you could fairly say that the population had become a new species? The answer is
not clear; and perhaps the question unfairly tries to shoehorn a gradual process into a series of
distinct categories. Although individual mutations are discrete events, they only (generally)
produce small changes in the overall creature. A species becomes distinct as numerous small
changes accumulate, making evolution a quasi-continuous process.g
Now consider a population split in two by, say, a geographical barrier. The two groups eventually
accumulate favoured mutations for their particular circumstances and so diverge. In the case of
species which practice sexual reproduction, the loss of capacity to inter-breed and produce fertile
offspring is taken as an indication of becoming separate species. Nevertheless, there is clearly a
continuous process at work which makes it difficult to pinpoint a moment at which species A has
suddenly become species B.
Next consider humans: anthropologists do not claim that we descend from today‟s apes, but
rather that we and they had a common ancestor. We and apes and chimpanzees are all classed as
„primates‟;6 it might be presumed that at some point in our history, a group of primates got
separated from others of their species in an environment which favoured ground-dwelling over
tree-dwelling, and in which the development of big brains (reasoning power and tool-making)
aided survival to the extent needed to find or catch more food (big brains need a lot of energy to
keep them going). Some sub-groups died out (e.g. Neanderthals); we, Homo sapiens, represent
the one sub-group that survived.
Anthropology classifies different kinds of primates (hominids) in our ancestry as follows:7
Australopithecus afarensis, the first of our ancestors to walk upright, at 3.2 million years ago; it
evolved into several species, including Homo habilis, whose particular adaptation was eating
meat, and learning how to extract bone marrow with stone tools. Such a diet promotes brain
growth. By 2 million years ago, Homo ergaster had probably lost most of its hair, begun to sweat,
5
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and developed a narrow pelvis more suited to upright walking. But this made childbirth difficult,
and the birth of children with immature brains (allowing heads to be smaller at birth to pass safely
through the pelvis) may have forced the development of the nuclear family as long-term childcare
became essential.
By 500,000 years before the present, Homo heidelbergensis had a more developed brain and may
have practiced burial rituals. The ice age 190,000 years ago forced those hominids in northern
regions to evolve into Neanderthal Man, with a developed social structure and the physical
capability for speech. The hominids who remained in, or returned to, Africa were reduced to a
small population (perhaps as few as 10,000 individuals) by 100,000 years ago, yet this bottleneck
population provides the immediate ancestors of Homo sapiens. It is a disputed question whether
Neanderthals interbred with the ancestors of modern humans.
What happens if there is an evolutionary bottleneck and a single couple becomes isolated from a
population, and they beget children who are forced to inbreed? Since a child inherits 50% of its
genome from each parent, there is a great potential for diversity even in the offspring of a single
couple. Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes, so there are four-to-the-power-23, which is
70,368,744,177,664, ways of paring them up to produce a unique child – and this is without
considering the shuffling of genes between chromosome pairs (recombination) which is a natural
part of the process.
With so many combinations, it might seem odd that inbreeding is regarded as a problem. But it
turns out that there are evolutionary advantages to carrying imperfect copies of genes on your
chromosomes. As long as you inherit a good copy from one of your parents, the imperfect copy
often doesn‟t do any harm. But if both of your parents have an imperfect copy, you have a one-infour chance of getting a pair of imperfect chromosomes. Multiply by 22 chromosomes (excepting
the X and Y sex chromosomes which behave differently), and on average you can expect to
inherit five-and-a-half genetic disorders. Of course, this is over simplified (it assumes each
chromosome carries one such gene, and in each case, both your parents have one imperfect copy)
– but it shows how trouble could escalate.
If a single couple did produce an entire population, there would be two tell-tale genetic signs. All
the males in the population would inherit the founding male‟s Y chromosome, and all the children
of the original couple would have cell bodies with the same mitochondrial DNA (genetic material
not part of the 23 chromosome pairs in the nucleus) as the founding female. Indeed, the
appropriate one of these two markers would also occur in the case of a founding group with only
one member of one gender, but more than one of the opposite sex. Since any changes in the
mitochondrial DNA or Y chromosome would be due to mutations subsequent to the bottleneck,
estimates of the mutation rate could even be used to date the founding parent(s).
Both of these markers have been searched for, and found, in the human genome. A common
female ancestor, the so-called „Mitochondrial Eve‟, has been dated to 143,000 years before the
present day.h The common male ancestor of today‟s men, however, lived only 59,000 years ago.
Geographical dispersion indicates that both of these ancestors probably lived in Africa.8
We must be cautious about how we interpret these results. The existence of a common ancestor
does not automatically mean that they were the only creature of that gender alive at the time.
There may have been other women accompanying Mitochondrial Eve; their sons would breed
with Eve‟s daughters and produce offspring with Eve‟s mitochondrial DNA. The other women
would also produce daughters, but no humans alive today are descendents of these daughters
8
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down the purely female line. Perhaps Eve‟s DNA gave her daughters the edge, or perhaps it is a
random accident that her mitochondria prevailed. And similarly, other men could have been
around at the time of „Y Chromosome Adam‟; any line of descent from them including a female
would lose their Y chromosome. All we know for sure is that no direct male lines of sons survive
from these fellow men.
What these gene lines do prove is that the genetic heritage of a particular individual can spread
through the entire human population. They do not, however, give us a „last possible date‟ for a
common ancestor: remember that these two ancestors represent pure male and pure female
descent lines. (They do give a last possible date for a bottleneck population with only one female
or only one male.) It is easily possible for all humans to share a more recent common ancestor
through lines of mixed gender (such as your mother‟s father‟s mother, etc.). Nor do they rule out
common ancestors existing before Mitochondrial Eve, but in this case the evidence is hidden
behind the bottleneck. Certainly a „last possible date‟ for a common ancestor is required by the
migration of different populations to remote parts of the world; the earliest major migration across
an ocean seems to be that to Australia around 50,000 years ago.9
In all this biological detail, it is crucial to remember the technical meaning of a „common
ancestor‟. A person has 2 parents, 4 grandparents, 8 great-grandparents, and so on, so that there a
more than a million routes to your 20th generation of ancestors – most likely with particular
individuals being related to you by multiple routes. As long as you and I have one individual in
common somewhere in our genealogy, then we can claim to share a common ancestor. It is not
necessary for the whole million to match!

Some Evolutionary Scenarios
As the current Pope noted in his 1996 address, there is a particular difficulty in associating the
continuous process of evolutionary divergence sketched by science, with the theological
requirement that there be a „first human‟.i Catholic doctrine claims that humans are discretely
different from other animals, because of the presence of a spiritual component, the immortal soul.
The soul‟s presence is not, however, empirically demonstrable.
If human bodies come into being through evolution according to the prevailing scientific
orthodoxy, then at some point, God must decide that the time has come to bestow the first soul(s).
Since John Paul II stated10 that an essential part of human naturej includes the capacity for
intellectual reasoning (including moral reasoning) and interpersonal relationships with other
creatures and with God, then a brain capable of sustaining these functions would seem to be
required. Therefore, we can plausibly argue for a threshold of sufficient brain-function which is
achieved for the first time at some point in evolutionary history. We are required to hold that
evolution was not a purely random process, insofar as God positively willed that creatures capable
of bearing rational souls might come into existence.
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Case 1: Polygenism
Suppose that we begin with a population of primates who have all achieved a certain level of
brain capacity. Is God obliged to bestow a soul as soon as a brain with sufficient capacity has
evolved, or may He wait? Suppose He waits for this mutation to spread through the population,
and then one day bestows souls on the creatures, adult and children alike. This might be called the
“Genesis 1” scenario, a plural creation of humans. With a numerous population, moral humans
can breed without resorting to incest.
Now if one member – “Adam” – sins, other members of the population are not directly tainted.
Even if the Fall has cosmic consequences, including death for all the unfallen humans, Original
Sin is something explicitly inherited, not transmitted horizontally within a generation.
If those remaining in a state of original justice do not ostracise Adam, but permit him to marry
(or if he rapes) then his spiritual inheritance can spread through the population. It could
eventually become present in the whole population, especially if the consequent concupiscence
confers some evolutionary advantage, or predisposes to rape, or if “perfect” members are forced
to choose to mate with an offspring of Adam to avoid incest. In this way, the whole population
becomes infected by Original Sin. Could the „sons of God‟ and Nephilim of Genesis 6:1-4 be the
members of the population not yet tainted by Original Sin in this scenario?
This case, however, is not compatible with Catholic doctrine. Pius XII insists that there can be no
human beings after Adam‟s fall other than those tainted by his inheritance. Allowing one member
to fall and spread his spiritual inheritance through the population over several generations is not
acceptable. Nor is positing that all the members of this original population fell, for Pius also
insists on an individual, not collective, Adam.

Case 2: Adamic Monogenism
Imagine that, for the first time in primate history, a particular random mutation takes place (if it
is random, since God‟s providence underlies all creation). This produces a primatek embryo which
has the capacity to grow into a being with rational thought – an event which God has been waiting
for from all eternity.l God immediately bestows on this embryo – Adam – an immortal soul.
Adam grows up among a population of primates who are, at a certain level, using tools and
communicating socially. He learns from them to communicate, to interact socially, and to be a
member of this community. But as he matures, he also becomes aware of a God who loves him,
and allows him to have spiritual experiences. No other primate has these, because no other
primate has a God-breathed spirit.
Perhaps through a direct revelation, or perhaps through an innate „natural law‟, 11 Adam comes to
know that some actions are against God‟s will. Nevertheless, one day he chooses to break God‟s
law, and so irrevocably ruptures his perfect relationship with God. His spiritual state changes
from Original Holiness to Original Sin.
In due course, Adam begets children. Of necessity he must interbreed with a primate who is
biologically very similar to him, but ontologically profoundly different. Some of their offspring
inherit Adam‟s genes for higher brain capacity, and God is able to breathe into them, also,
11
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immortal souls. Along with their genetic inheritance, they receive a spiritual inheritance of
Original Sin. Perhaps other offspring do not have this capacity. Does God give them souls,
because they are Adam‟s heirs?m If so, they too inherit Original Sin. Or does God withhold souls
because they do not have the brain capacity? In this case, it makes no sense to speak of Original
Sin. But the crucial consequence is that no primate can inherit Adam‟s mutation for advanced
brain function without also receiving the spiritual heritage of Original Sin. And no primate who
lacks Adam‟s genetic heritage has been given a soul – so these primates are not human beings.
Now, increased powers of thought may well bring an evolutionary advantage (and they obviously
did, or we wouldn‟t be here now) – so Adam‟s mutation gradually spreads through the population.
Eventually, a generation arrives where all members of this group of primates have inherited it: the
whole group now consists of human beings with immortal souls, and the heritage of Original Sin.
There is only one caveat: Adam‟s heritage must spread through the entire population before the
same mutation happens randomly to the offspring of a pair of primates who have no Adamic
ancestry. If this were to happen, and God was obliged to grant a soul, the offspring would not be
tainted by Original Sin.
We seem to have satisfied Pius XII‟s prescription. All human beings – ensouled, rational
primates – trace their ancestry to Adam. All inherit his Original Sin. Although, during the
transition phase, there have been primates in the population without Original Sin, these have not
inherited the capacity for rational thought: they are not humans – or, to use the dated language of
Humani Generis, “true men”.
There is one problem in this scenario. Adam is forced to mate with a non-human primate. Does
this constitute bestiality? Further, his offspring in early generations must choose between similar
bestiality, or incest. Yet this, too, is not insuperable.
Why is bestiality wrong? The traditional approach invokes „Natural Law‟, which declares that
sexual relations between a human and an animal are wrong because they are unnatural; and a sign
of that unnaturality is that they do not produce offspring. In this case, however, it is the most
natural thing in the world for Adam to be attracted to, and mate with, a primate who is almost
identical to him; and we can expect fruit of such a union. John Paul II stresses, after all, the
material continuity which evolution requires between humans and their immediate forerunners.
An alternative approach to sexual morality is found in the personalistic philosophy expounded by
the Polish Pope in his pre-pontifical tome Love and Responsibility,12 which builds a philosophical
system predicated on the existence of a human person as its highest good. In Adam‟s case, the
only way he can produce another human person is to pass on his genes by mating with someone
receptive to them, a female primate similar to himself in all ways but the crucial capax dei. Adam
therefore preserves his dignity by mating with a „beast‟ in order to beget human children; n
whereas any present-day human who mated with a beast in preference to the myriad human
partners available would defile human dignity. Further, the population of forerunner primates who
would constitute dignified partners have died out over the generations after Adam, so the question
of „legitimate bestiality‟ cannot arise in the modern world. And having established the precedent,
we could equally argue that the early generations of Adam‟s children, given the opportunity,
would have found it more dignified to mate with „beasts‟ than to commit incest.
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Case 3: Evic Monogenism
The above scenario is not gender specific. The argument works identically if the first ensouled
human is a woman – Eve. Theology clearly prefers a male Adam as the type of Christ, whose
maleness is considered essential to Catholic ecclesiology and soteriology. Whether there are
scientific grounds to prefer a male Adam depend on whether a mutation on the Y chromosome is
particularly implicated in human evolution. At least one researcher suggests that this is in fact the
case.13

Case 4: Digenism
What if we seek to realise the Genesis 2-3 scenario with both Adam and Eve? If we set aside the
miraculous creation of Eve from Adam‟s flesh and posit that the first man and first woman both
came to be by independent „random‟ mutations (a man and woman cannot, of course, be twins
from the same egg), we require a small miraculous intervention by God to make sure both
mutations happen at the same time.
Adam and Eve can legitimately conceive children together, but their offspring are forced to
conceive via their siblings or parents (incest) or via other primates in the local population
(technically bestiality). All their descendents inherit original sin; not all of them necessarily
inherit the advanced brain capacity. The argument then proceeds exactly as in the case of a single
ancestor. Obviously an exclusive preference for incest would result in a highly inbred population,
with genetic consequences; but this evolutionary scenario does not rule out the bestiality route.
Introducing an original couple rather than a single Adam (or Eve) requires special pleading, and
solves only the problem of bestiality in the first generation without solving the subsequent
incest/bestiality issue. Its only advantage is to make possible a solution with incest but no
bestiality. Since we are not obliged to a literal reading of Genesis 2, and indeed St Paul and Pius
XII direct us to the interpretation of Adam alone, this solution has no merit to recommend it.o

Conclusion
It seems, then, that the Church‟s denial of polygenism is not the scientific stumbling block it
would appear to be, prima facie. No-one is obliged to believe in an original couple from whom
we all, exclusively, descend. We are obliged to believe that all humans share a common ancestor
– but this is a finding which science itself has produced twice over, and is hardly more radical
than saying that all humans share the genetic code for humans!
Theology requires a more clear-cut origin for Homo sapiens than the fuzzy species boundaries
generally acknowledged in evolution. It may be significant that some scientists propose a distinct
„speciation event‟ for modern humans, and even more so that it concerns the Y chromosome
promoting increased language capacity. We should be cautious, however, since Pope John Paul II
has warned against trying to identify scientifically the identity of the first ensouled human.
Beyond the purview of science, we further claim that our earliest common ancestor was the
original sinner, and his fault taints the spiritual status of all his offspring; that is a matter for faith
alone.
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Incidentally, if the definition of a species rests on genetic make-up, and relevant changes must happen at the level of
the egg, sperm, or single-celled embryo, then an age-old problem is solved: the egg (or at least, the fertilised egg)
came before the chicken. (It was laid by a chicken-like bird which wasn‟t quite a chicken as we would classify it.)
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Another complicating factor, beyond the scope of our discussion here but often used as a critique of evolution by
creationists, is the fact that the fossil record seems to show long periods of stability punctuated by short periods
where many new species evolve.
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You may recall hearing a news bulletin claiming that there were seven female ancestors. This in fact refers to
patterns of migration to Europe, with seven different women all arriving in Europe during the last 45,000 years –
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On the other hand, scientists with no theological interest in human nature seriously discuss the problem of
„speciation‟ and whether a particular event, namely one which promoted language abilities, marks the beginning of
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makes them human? If we define „human nature‟ in terms of a capacity for something, we humanize those
individuals who never realise that capacity due to external circumstances („nurture‟, or environment), but do we
dehumanize those individuals who, through some genetic defect, do not have the capacity to achieve what most
humans achieve?
k

Is being a primate essential for bearing the „image of God‟? Or if, say, dolphins had evolved sufficient braincapacities making language and relationship possible (some would argue they have this already), would God have
bestowed immortal souls upon them and Himself become a dolphin in Jesus Christ? This is not ruled out by holding
that God willed the existence of rational man, as long as God‟s will is only that some creature achieve rationality
rather than prescribing the exact design.
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Could there have been individual primates before Adam with the genetic capacity for rational thought, who never
realised that ability and so never Fell? Or do we insist that the first time this capacity was mutated into existence, it
was realised? The theological identity of Adam as first human leans towards the latter, unless we want to argue for
God withholding souls from the earlier embryos because of his foreknowledge that they won‟t realise their potential.
But this would raise all sorts of difficulties about the human status of later embryos with diminished potential. So it
seems more consistent to argue that once the genetic capacity for human nature is realised, God must bestow the soul.
m

This relates closely to the endnote above on human nature.
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Suppose some disaster wiped out all but one human being on Earth. Further suppose that this one human being has
the technology and knowledge available to clone herself (or himself, the gender is irrelevant) – or indeed to create
clones from the dead bodies of others. Would cloning under these circumstances be an insult to human dignity, or an
appropriate course of action as the only way to create new human persons?
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It may be wondered whether feminists will be dismayed at the banishment of Eve, or relieved at her exoneration
from being the original sinner!
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